KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN, CHENNAI REGION
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2018-19
CLASS: VII

SUB: SCIENCE
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOME &
DURATION

1. Making useful items from only waste materials ( decorative pieces/ scientific models)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fDyTMeat0k

1. Learn to manage waste materials
based on 3 R principle.

2. Preparing the bottle in 5 minutes
Step1 : cut the top of the plastic bottle
Step 2: thoroughly clean the bottle with boiling water.
Step 3: pour clean gravel into the bottle up to 2 cm, gravel prevents the soil from rotting
Step 4: Now fill the bottle with about 5 cm of fresh garden soil and try to keep the bottle clean to
avoid gems and moulds. Boiling water should be poured into the gravel and soil in advance.

PLANTING IN 15 Minutes
Step 1: select suitable variety of plants.
Step 2: plant should be healthy and plant it from

2.able to create one own sustainable

the pot along with soil from where it has

garden in a closed system

removed.
Step 3: add ornamental pebbles.

REGULATING THE BIOSPHERE

OBSERVE AND BE AMAZED :
Now you can see how a self contained

STEP 1: Add boiled water about 2 cm in the bottle and spray the leaves with water.

small plant world

Step 2; Close the bottle so that it is air tight. During the first day check to see whether in the

emerges in the bottle. However now

morning dew drops are formed in the inner walls of the bottle. The walls of the bottle should dry and then check
during the course of the day, if that is not the case, the biotope is too wet. Open the bottle again
until the moisture level is correct. If there is no dew or the leaves of the plant are hanging down
carefully add some water. These steps should possibly be repeated until the climate is correctly
regulated.
Step 3: Afterwards attach the upper and bottom parts of the bottle with masking tape to ensure it
is tightly sealed.

3. Visit a doctor and find out :
a) Under what conditions does a patient need to be on a drip of glucose ?
b) Till when does a patient need to be given glucose ?
c) How does glucose help the patient recover ?
Write your discussion in A4 sheet submit to your science teacher

the plants are healthy.
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SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE

1. Type of forest





Features of forests (classification).
Flora and fauna of all types of forest.
Geographical location of all the forests in the world.
Explain, draw colour (A3 SHEET) and explain in your own words.

2. Major domains of the Earth - lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere. (Draw and label it in A4
sheet). Continents and oceans of the world. (in outline map)
3. Research Time: Choose -on any one endangered species. Find Reasons for their possibility
of being endangered. Efforts taken by the government for their protection.
4. Poster Making: Topic “Forest- The beauty of the earth”. The conservation of forests. Any one
(A3 Sheet)
5 Watch and reflect over it all:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6zW43U7yqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJMJIxPMnSY
Now Reason out- Why does life exist only on the Earth? What are we doing to this beautiful
planet Earth? What could it lead to? How can we stop harming it more?
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SUB: ENGLISH

TOPIC

MY MAGAZINE (BOOKLET)
a. Story writing (Mystery / Science fiction)
b. Poem
c. Visit to a place with a photograph and a brief
description(any place)
d. Diary – entry (Celebration/Match witnessed)-any
one
e. A short article-My favourite Leader/sports
person/food/game/film star( any one )

Newspaper / Magazine Reading
a) Identify 5 new words with the help of a dictionary
and write two synonyms and two antonyms of the
same 5 new words

Listen to English news
and prepare two topics for JAM (Just a Minute)

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

EVALUATION
CRITERIA

To develop Writing &
Creative skills

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Practice for Section – A
To enrich vocabulary

a. Selection of
article
b. Dictionary
reference

To develop listening
Writing &
Speaking skills

Content
Expression
Creativity
Presentation
Layout
Magazine Title

JAM
a) Title
b) Content
c) Accuracy

DURATION

Summer Vacation= 50 days

Once in a week

Every day
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2
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|
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लेखन कला का

